
Care Certificate
Standard 3 

Duty of Care

Question 1

Understand how duty of care contributes to safe practice

How would you define ‘duty of care’ 

[   ] A duty of care is an imoral or legal obligation to ensure the safety or well-being of others,
such as employers have a duty of care to their employees, and care and support
workers have a duty of care fopr those they look after

[   ] A duty of care is a moral or illegal obligation to ensure the safety or well-being of others,
such as employers have a duty of care to their employees, and care and support
workers have a duty of care fopr those they look after

[   ] A duty of care is a moral or legal obligation to ensure the safety or well-being of others,
such as employers have a duty of care to their employees, and care and support
workers have a duty of care fopr those they look after

[   ] A duty of care is a moral or legal obfuscation to ensure the safety or well-being of others,
such as employers have a duty of care to their employees, and care and support
workers have a duty of care fopr those they look after

Question 2

Understand how duty of care contributes to safe practice

Describe how the duty of care affects their own work role

[   ] A Duty of Care requires you to keep your knowledge and skills up to date and provide a
service of no less quality than that to be expected, based on the skills, responsibilities
and range of activities within your particular work or profession

[   ] A Duty of Care requires you to be in a position to know what must be done to ensure
that the service is provided safely and keep accurate and up-to-date records of the care
and support you provide, including any assessment of someone’s capacity and the
rationale for any decisions that are taken on their behalf

[   ] A Duty of Care requires you to not delegate work, or accept delegated work, unless it is
clear that the person to whom the work is delegated is competent to carry out the work
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and vice versa and protect confidential information except where the wider duty of care
or the public interest might justify making it known

[   ] All the above

Question 3

Understand the support available for addressing dilemmas that may arise about duty of care

Describe dilemmas that may arise between the duty of care and an individual’s rights 

[   ] When a client stated that they were going to 'end it all', and asked me not to tell anyone,
I had to inform them that a disclosure is required to prevent clear and imminent danger
to the client, so I could not be held to that confidentiality

[   ] I knew the family well, and when the mother said she was going to leave them and start
a new life, I was sworn to secrecy and although it hurt, I could not say anything

[   ] The family did not want their loved one to know that the diagnosis was terminal, but the
client wished to be kept informed, so after professional discussion, the client wqas told
of the serious nedss of the illness

[   ] All the above 

Question 4

Understand the support available for addressing dilemmas that may arise about duty of care

Examples of what you must and must not do within your role in managing conflicts and dilemmas

[   ] They said they were going to kill themselves and I said as this was a confidentiality
issue, I would respect their wishes

[   ] There were clearly conflicts and dilemmas within the family, so I took sides regardless of
who were right or wrong

[   ] As it was a matter of seriousness and there was no agreement within the family, I called
for specialised help to ensure the conflicts and dilemmas were minimised and a good
outcome was achieved

[   ] I was asked if I would sign the will as a witness so I tossed a coin, and said yes

Question 5

Understand the support available for addressing dilemmas that may arise about duty of care

Explain where you get additional support and advice about how to resolve such dilemmas

[   ] I talk to my best friend and ask for their advice about care and support issues

[   ] I go down the pub after work and discuss care and support issues  it over a drink

[   ] I speak to appropriate people when dealing with resolving dilemmas, it may be a similar
colleague, or a senior worker or a professional that I have a responsibility to involve

[   ] I like to discuss care and support issues on the bus on the way home
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Question 6

Deal with Comments and complaints

Demonstrate how you respond to comments and complaints in line with legislation and agreed ways of working

[   ] We have a comment and complaints policy and procedure and forms which can  be
activated when someone wishes to highlight a particular issue

[   ] They individual told me that there was an issue to be sorted out and I told them not to
worry about it

[   ] When they asked me how to complain, I told them we had no complaints proceure

[   ] They complained, we filled out the forms and nothing was done

Question 7

Deal with Comments and complaints

Who do you ask for advice and support in handling comments and complaints 

[   ] I ask my bank manager for advice and support in handling comments and complaints 

[   ] I ask my shop manager for advice and support in handling comments and complaints 

[   ] I ask my line manager for advice and support in handling comments and complaints 

[   ] I ask my football manager for advice and support in handling comments and complaints 

Question 8

Deal with Comments and complaints

Explain the importance of learning from comments and complaints to improve the quality of service

[   ] Learning from comments and complaints is not part of a continuous improvement that
augments the quality of service and ensures that your duty of care is upheld, maintained
and improved

[   ] Learning from comments and complaints is part of a continuous disprovement that
augments the quality of service and ensures that your duty of care is upheld, maintained
and improved

[   ] Learning from comments and complaints is part of a continuous improvement that
iaugments the quality of service and ensures that your duty of care is upheld, maintained
and improved

[   ] Learning from comments and complaints is part of a continuous improvement that
augments the quality of service and ensures that your duty of care is not upheld,
maintained and improved

Question 9

Deal with Incidents, errors and near misses

Describe how to recognise adverse events, incidents, errors and near misses

[   ] As the cleaner spilt the water and chemicals on the vinyl flooring, I suggested that as it
was a hot day it would evaporate and dry
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[   ] The domestic staff poured the bleach into a medicine cup and left it by the individuals
bedside

[   ] After the antibiotic was given, the client complained of a rash and being unable to
breath, so I gave them some cream and told them to suck on a lozenge

[   ] I wiped the floor immediately and had a 'Wet Floor sign at the site. I took the medicine
cup of bleach away immediately and reported the incident to may manager and then
called the doctor and took the individual to the A&E when they had possible serious side
effects of antibiotics (anaphylactic shock)

Question 10

Deal with Incidents, errors and near misses

List the legislation and agreed ways of working in relation to reporting any adverse events, incidents, errors and
near misses

[   ]
RIDDOR 1995
COSHH 2002
Health and Safety Act 1974 as amended
Care Standards Act 2014 as amended
Medicines Act 1968
Health and Safty Policies and Procedures
Accident Policy and Procedures
Violent Incident Policy and Procedures

[   ]
RADAR 1995
COSHH 2002
Health and Safety Act 1974 as amended
Care Standards Act 2014 as amended
Medicines Act 1968
Health and Safty Policies and Procedures
Accident Policy and Procedures
Violent Incident Policy and Procedures

[   ]
RIDDOR 1995
COSSH 2002
Health and Safety Act 1974 as amended
Care Standards Act 2014 as amended
Medicines Act 1968
Health and Safty Policies and Procedures
Accident Policy and Procedures
Violent Incident Policy and Procedures

[   ]
RIDDOR 1995
COSHH 2002
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Health and Safety Act 1974 as arrested
Care Standards Act 2014 as amended
Medicines Act 1968
Health and Safty Policies and Procedures
Accident Policy and Procedures
Violent Incident Policy and Procedures

Question 11

Deal with Incidents, errors and near misses

Explain what they must and must not do in relation to adverse events, incidents, errors and near misses 

[   ] In the event of a Fire I would panic

[   ] If there was an untoward/violent incident I would run

[   ] In all adverse events, incidents, errors and near misses, I would be pro-active in
prevention and minimising the severity of the event, be open and honest and disclose all
material facts. After the event I would learn the lessons of what had happened

[   ] If there was drug error I would keep quiet, they usually amount to nothing

Question 12

Deal with confrontation and difficult situations

List the factors and difficult situations that may cause confrontation 

 

[   ]
Adopting a patronising attitude.
Humiliating or talking down to someone.
Using wrong names or inappropriate forms of address.
Using jargon.
Telling individuals they are wrong to feel/behave as they do.
Telling people how they feel.
Making assumptions.
Trivialising a person’s problems, worries or concerns.
Over-familiarity.

[   ]
They are in an unfamiliar place.
They are often upset or experiencing distress.
They may already have feelings of frustration or dissatisfaction.
They may expect to have a battle with the organisation in order to have their needs
met or worries considered
Others are behaving aggressively around him/her.
Pressure from friends or peers to behave aggressively.
He/she feels justified in being angry.
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[   ]
He/she is more aggressive by nature.
Previous aggressive behaviour in similar circumstances has resulted in reward or
success.
He/she believes that his/her goals will be best achieved through an aggressive
response.
Frustration (e.g., from an inability to communicate effectively).
He/she feels threatened.
He/she feels powerless.
He/she is in pain.
He/she expects to be confronted/treated with hostility.
He/she has been in conflict with the individual in the past.
He/she is in a state of physiological arousal, e.g. excited, anxious, heart beating
faster.  Such arousal could be brought about by exercise, stress, a previous
argument and many other things.  Someone in this state is less likely to keep calm.

[   ] All of the above

Question 13

Deal with confrontation and difficult situations

Describe how communication can be used to solve problems and reduce the likelihood or impact of confrontation 

[   ] Communication can be used to solve problems and reduce the likelihood or impact of
confrontation if individuals Listen, understand culture differences and Focuson the prson

[   ] Communication can be used to solve problems and reduce the likelihood or impact of
confrontation if individuals have a good attitude & Ego, understand their Authority and
where they are in the or Hierarchy and have adequate Knowledge

[   ] Communication can be used to solve problems and reduce the likelihood or impact of
confrontation if individuals have good written communication, embrace gender and avoid
bias, cliques, splinter groups and abuse of friendships

[   ] All the above

Question 14

Deal with confrontation and difficult situations

Describe how to assess and reduce risks in confrontational situations

[   ] I like shouting over others, it makes me feel powerful and reduces confrontation risks

[   ] I prefer to threaten, it takes the edge off of situations

[   ] I normally dismiss the individual, making thjem feel small and insignificant

[   ] I try to have a neutral voice, calm and un-flustered, I speak in  a normal tone and my
body language is non-threatening. I treat the individual as someone i wish to help and to
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resolve issues and situations

Question 15

Deal with confrontation and difficult situations

Explain the agreed ways of working for reporting any confrontations

[   ] We have Violent/Untoward Incident Forms, and resolve issues within our guidelines,
policy and procedures, plus policies on abuse and health and safety. We have no
meetings or outcome reports for each incident

[   ] We have Violent/Untoward Incident Forms, and resolve issues without guidelines, policy
and procedures, or policies on abuse and health and safety. We have meetings and
outcome reports for each incident

[   ] We have Violent/Untoward Incident Forms, and resolve issues within our guidelines,
policy and procedures, plus policies on abuse and health and safety. We have meetings
and outcome reports for each incident

[   ] We have Violent/Untoward Incident Forms, and escalate issues within our guidelines,
policy and procedures, plus policies on abuse and health and safety. We have meetings
and outcome reports for each incident

Question 16

Understand what is meant by diversity and discrimination

 Only one answeer is correct

[   ] Diversity and discrimination means variety and predjudice

[   ] Diversity and discrimination means faith and hope

[   ] Diversity and discrimination means the same thing

[   ] Diversity and discrimination nothing really

Question 17

Explain what is meant by duty of care in your work role

Only one out of for is correct

[   ] A duty of care is an illegal obligation requiring an adherence to a standard of reasonable
care

[   ] A duty of care is an legal obligation not requiring an adherence to a standard of
reasonable care

[   ] A duty of care is an legal obligation requiring an adherence to a standard of
unreasonable care

[   ] A duty of care is an legal obligation requiring an adherence to a standard of reasonable
care

Question 18
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Describe how a duty of care contributes to the safeguarding or protection of adults

Only one answer is correct

[   ] When I care, I am concerned about the safety and security of the individual

[   ] A duty of care is not applicable in a care plan

[   ] Whilst I have a duty of care to the individual, I do not carry it out

[   ] I protect the client by bullying them to do things

Question 19

Be aware of any potetial dilemmas that may arise between a duty of care and an individuals
rights

Only one answer is correct

[   ] She told me of her suicidal intentions and I agreed to keep that conversation secret

[   ] He confided in me and I did not know what to do or say

[   ] I had to inform them that I had to tell my manager as it was a life threatening matter

[   ] A dilemma is a problem offering two possibilities, doing nothing or sitting on your hands

Question 20

Be aware of what you can and cannot do within your role in managing conflicts and dilemmas

Only one answer is correct

[   ] We have a comments and complaints procedure in the home

[   ] We discourage people from complaining in case there is a real issue and  matter to
resolve

[   ] The client complained and I said I would keep it under raps

[   ] If they have comments or complaints to be made, I will ask them to find another home

Question 21

Know what you can and cannot do within your role in handling comments and complaints and
how you should respond

One out of four are correct

[   ] As they complained, I hummed and put them off

[   ] I told the individual that I would investigate the complaint within the homes policies and
procedures

[   ] The comments and complaints will be reviewed when I get round to it

[   ] Instead of commenting and complaining, they ought to appreciate what I do for them

Question 22

Know who to ask for advice in handling comments and complaints
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Only one answer is correct

[   ] I ask the almighty for advice when handling comments or complaints

[   ] A ask the cook for advice on handling comments and complaints

[   ] I ask no one for advice when handling comments oor complaints

[   ] I ask the appropriate manager for advice when seeking advice on comments and
complaints

Question 23

Understand the importance of learning from comments and complaints to improve the quality
of service

Only one answe is correct

[   ] After a comment or compliant, I hold a review and find out what went right as well as
what went wrong and learn lessons

[   ] After a comment or compliant, I would blame theasiest target, or take the credit myself

[   ] After a comment or compliant, I would not do anything

[   ] After a comment or compliant, I would throw my arms up in the air and scream

Question 24

Know how to recognise adverse events, incidents, errors and near misses that are likely to
affect the well-being of others

Only one answer is correct

[   ] All incidents are overlooked

[   ] We rarely have incidents so it does not need commenting on

[   ] All incidents must be recorded, investigated and acted on

[   ] Thats what we have carpets for, to sweep our mistakes under them

Question 25

Be aware of what yo can and  cannot do within your work role in relation to adverse events
incidents errors and near misses. This includes the recording of incidents

Only one answer is correct

[   ] I avoid any actions regarding mistakes

[   ] I inform appropriate people, and write a report of what I heard, saw and know

[   ] I probably would  tell my manager, but they would probably take no notice of me

[   ] I Would inform my manager, police, social services, registering authority, BBC, MP,
Basil Brush and anyone else

Question 26

Know the procedures, and whom you should report any adverse events, incidents, errors and
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near misses

Only one answer is correct

[   ] If In was concerned about an issue, I would inform outside bodies

[   ] I would whistle-blow if nothing has been done by my manager in appropriate
circumstances and timescales

[   ] I would exaggerate the event to ensure an incident waqs investigated 

[   ] There are no procedures required for whistle blowers

Question 27

National and local context of protection from harm and abuse

Only one answer is correct

[   ] There is not a safeguarding board in each authority

[   ] An abuse policy means that abuse can take place

[   ] Each home must have a safeguarding policy

[   ] Safeguarding and surfboarding are the same type of watersport

Question 28

Be aware of your own role and responsibility in safeguarding individuals

Only one answer is correct

[   ] Safeguarding underpins all care and support we give individuals

[   ] I do not have any responsibility for safeguarding

[   ] Safeguarding is another name for neglect

[   ] If I have a safeguarding concern, I would avoid action that may incriminate me

Question 29

Be aware of national policies, local systems and existing employers procedures that relate to
the protection from harm and abuse

Only one answer is correct

[   ] Safeguarding is optional

[   ] The regulatory authority inspections do not include safeguarding

[   ] I have had safeguarding training, and have seen the homes safeguarding policy

[   ] External safeguarding training is frowned on by regulators

Question 30

Be aware of reports into serious failures to failures to protect individuals from harm and abuse

Only one answer is correct

[   ] Nurse Beverly Allitt was a good nurse
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[   ] Dr harold Shipman was a kind doctor

[   ] Winterbourne View was an example of good care provision 

[   ] All of the above are incorrect
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